
Vectorization 
Lab Session (approx. 60 min.) –  
Fortran Version 

Lab Exercise Location 
The lab exercises are assumed to be located at ~/workspace/vectorization/. All examples 

should be built & executed within this working directory unless otherwise noted. Timing and 

performance might vary among systems – always make comparisons on the same system. Our results 

below are just examples; your experience might be different. 

Array Notation & Elemental Functions 
We start with a simple implementation of a general matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM with α = 1, and 

β = 0). First, compile and run it: 

$ ifort vectorization.f90 –o vectorization 

$ ./vectorization 

Duration: 1.505800     secs 

The implementation is rather trivial: 

A function run(…) is offloaded to the target which executes the GEMM multiple times and measures 

the time (on the target, no offloading overhead). The repetition is defined by nrept which is 5 per 

default. It can be changed with other parameters of the GEMM when invoking the application (see top 

of the program). 

First we apply –vec-report3 to the example: 

$ ifort vectorization.f90 -vec-report3 –o vectorization 

vectorization.f90(75): (col. 8) remark: loop was not vectorized: 

unsupported data type. 

vectorization.f90(75): (col. 8) remark: LOOP WAS VECTORIZED. 

vectorization.f90(76): (col. 8) remark: loop was not vectorized: 

unsupported data type. 

vectorization.f90(76): (col. 8) remark: LOOP WAS VECTORIZED. 

vectorization.f90(123): (col. 12) remark: routine skipped: no 

vectorization candidates. 

vectorization.f90(110): (col. 5) remark: LOOP WAS VECTORIZED. 



vectorization.f90(110): (col. 5) remark: loop was not vectorized: not 

inner loop. 

vectorization.f90(114): (col. 7) remark: LOOP WAS VECTORIZED. 

vectorization.f90(113): (col. 5) remark: loop was not vectorized: not 

inner loop. 

vectorization.f90(109): (col. 3) remark: loop was not vectorized: not 

inner loop. 

vectorization.f90(97): (col. 8) remark: loop was not vectorized: 

unsupported data type. 

vectorization.f90(98): (col. 3) remark: LOOP WAS VECTORIZED. 

vectorization.f90(132): (col. 3) remark: *MIC* loop was not 

vectorized: existence of vector dependence. 

vectorization.f90(110): (col. 5) remark: *MIC* loop was not 

vectorized: loop was transformed to memset or memcpy. 

vectorization.f90(114): (col. 7) remark: *MIC* LOOP WAS VECTORIZED. 

vectorization.f90(114): (col. 7) remark: *MIC* PEEL LOOP WAS 

VECTORIZED. 

vectorization.f90(114): (col. 7) remark: *MIC* REMAINDER LOOP WAS 

VECTORIZED. 

vectorization.f90(113): (col. 5) remark: *MIC* loop was not 

vectorized: not inner loop. 

vectorization.f90(109): (col. 3) remark: *MIC* loop was not 

vectorized: not inner loop.  

Keep in mind that routines marked with !dir$ attributes offload:mic are created for both 

host and target. Hence the reports are duplicated for such functions – the one for the target is prefixed 

by *MIC*. 

Take a look at the *MIC* reports and match them with the source to understand what the compiler 

already did. 

As this looks quite well already (nested loops like the ones for GEMM are understood by the compiler) 

we like to convert the GEMM now to use array notation which is part of the language definition. To do 

so only the loops in subroutine gemm(…) need to be changed. Please copy vectorization.f90 to 

vectorization_my_array_notation.f90 and change the latter to use array notation. 



If you need help, a possible solution can be found in vectorization_array_notation.F. Using 

this one (or yours) shows some improvement already: 

$ ifort vectorization_array_notation.f90 –o  

       vectorization_array_notation 

$ ./vectorization_array_notation 

Duration: 1.406800     secs 

Finally, based on the provided array notation version, create a version using a single elemental function 

for the inner loop of the GEMM. Please copy vectorization_array_notation.f90 to 

vectorization_my_elem_funct.f90 and change the latter. You can use either the Fortran 

keyword ELEMENTAL or the !dir$ attributes vector directive. 

Again, if you need help, a possible solution can be found in vectorization_elem_funct_*.f90.  

$ ifort vectorization_elem_funct.f90 –o vectorization_elem_funct 

$ ./vectorization_elem_funct 

Duration: ????? 

At present, there are issues with both approaches in the Fortran language. If these issues still exist at the 

time you do this lab, you can see how the ELEMENTAL keywordTo see how the ELEMENTAL keyword 

should work, remove the offload directives and run the routine on the host processor only. 

IVDEP & SIMD 
The next example focuses on compiler & Intel® Cilk™ Plus features that are available on both C/C++ and 

Fortran. We use a simple example that consists of a test harness for the timing (img_main.c) and an 

image filter algorithm for both C/C++ (img_filter.c) and Fortran (img_filter.f90). Their 

semantics are the same, so you might want to use either implementation. The filter does some work 

which is offloaded to the target. Note, that for simplicity we measure also the offloading time which can 

be neglected as it is constant here. 

Prepare the examples: 

$ icpc img_main.c –c 

$ icpc img_filter.c –c –o img_filter_c.o 

$ ifort img_filter.f90 –c –o img_filter_f.o 

$ icpc img_filter_c.o img_main.o –o img_filter_c 

$ icpc img_filter_f.o img_main.o –o img_filter_f 

Without applying any changes we get the following output: 

$ ./img_filter_c 

Time: 8.026794 secs 

$ ./img_filter_f 

Time: 8.019831 secs 



For both versions apply IVDEP and SIMD pragma/directive to the inner loop of the filter. What can be 

observed? Make sure to use –vec-report3 before and after each change. 

The SIMD pragma/directive has lots of clauses (see documentation); which would make sense to apply 

for the example? (Hint: Try vectorlength(16) vs. vectorlength(8)) 

The C version has aliasing pointers (Fortran has not) but the memory regions are actually not 

overlapping in our example. Apply the restrict keyword to the C version and compare the result 

with the IVDEP pragma. (Hint: use the option –restrict to enable the keyword for non C99 as well) 

 


